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Abstract 
We derive a hypersingular integral equation, which is equivalent tothe scattering problem. Using the cosine substitution, 
we obtain an integral equation which is closely related to the integral equation for the case of a closed boundary. We 
solve this equation approximately b a quadrature formula method and obtain pointwise rror estimates in Hflder norms 
by using a perturbation argument. 
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1. Introduction 
The mathematical modeling of  scattering phenomena for time-harmonic acoustic waves leads to 
boundary value problems for the Helmholtz equation. In this paper we want to describe a numerical 
solution method for the scattering of acoustic waves by a sound-hard open arc. Problems of this 
type arise in the analysis of  cracks. We found a number of  papers dealing with this problem, for 
example [9, 11, 14, 16, 20, 22, 23]. The papers [11] and [16] also describe efficient numerical methods. 
The corresponding problem for closed boundary curves is solved in [6, 15]. On the other hand, there 
exists no complete description of  a numerical solution method including a rigorous convergence and 
error analysis for the case of an open arc. We want to use a boundary integral equation approach for 
solving the scattering problem. According to the singular behaviour of  the gradient of  the solution at 
the end points of  the arc (cf. [20]) it seems to make sense to use the so-called cosine substitution to 
remove the singularities of the first derivative of  the solution of  the hypersingular integral equation. 
After the substitution, the integral equation turns out to be essentially the same as in the case 
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of a closed boundary curve. The cosine substitution is also known from the study of singular 
integral equations and integro-differential equations in LP-spaces with weight [17]. In recent imes, 
analogous problems concerning the Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions and their 
efficient numerical treatment were stated and solved in a number of papers (cf. [19,21]). These 
problems lead to integral equations with logarithmic kernel. For scattering from an open sound- 
soft arc, a numerical solution method is derived in [5]. In the context of Newton-type methods for 
solving the corresponding inverse problem, a very efficient method for solving the direct problem is 
necessary (cf. [5]), because in each Newton step one has to solve a number of direct problems with 
different boundary values. 
The main purpose of this paper is to derive a numerical solution method for the direct scattering 
problem via a boundary integral equation approach and the presentation of the corresponding error 
and convergence analysis. This paper extends results derived in [15] for the case of a closed boundary 
curve. We avoid the discussion of the hypersingular integral equation as an equation involving finite- 
part integrals (cf. [14]). It seems to be possible to extend our analysis to systems of smooth open 
arcs and to piecewise smooth open arcs. The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will 
describe the direct scattering problem and the way to reduce it to an one-dimensional hypersingular 
integral equation. By using the cosine transformation we obtain an existence proof for a solution of 
the scattering problem which is rather concise as compared with the work of [9]. In Section 3 we 
will develop a fully discrete numerical method for solving the hypersingular integral equation by 
combining quadrature and collocation methods. In Section 4 we will derive a convergence and error 
analysis by using a simple perturbation argument as suggested in [7]. For analytic arcs we obtain 
exponentially decreasing error rates so that it seems to be possible to use this quadrature method in 
each Newton step for the numerical solution of the corresponding inverse problem. Finally, in the 
last section we will present a numerical example which demonstrates the fast convergence rate of 
our method for smooth open arcs. 
2. The direct scattering problem 
Let F be an arc of class C °~ with counterclockwise orientation, i.e. 
F :-- (7(s)  I s E [-1,  1] }, 
where the parametrization 7 is C~-smooth and injective. We denote the end points of the arc by 
x*__ 1 and x~. 
The mathematical modeling of the scattering of acoustic waves by a sound-hard open arc F 
leads to the following boundary value problem for the Helmholtz equation: Given an incident wave 
ui (x)  :=  e i~(x'd) with wave number x > 0 and with a unit vector d giving the direction of propagation, 
find a function u = u i + u s E C2(R z \ F )  N C(• 2 \ F), which is continuous in xT, i = -1 ,  I with 
Au+tc2u=O in R2 \F  (1) 
and which satisfies the Neumann boundary condition 
du 
dn -- 0 on Fo := F \ "[X_I,X 1 ~. (2) 
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For the scattered wave US, we demand that the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
)(-5) l i rn \ Or ircus = o , r = Ixl, (3) 
holds uniformly in all directions 2 := ~.  Note that we do not require any "edge condition" for the 
behaviour of u at the end points of F. First we want to prove a uniqueness result. We need the 
following lemma stating that the application of Green's theorem is allowed in the present situation 
(for a more general situation also cf. [10]). In its proof we use an idea due to Chandler-Wilde [1] 
for the extension of the Heinz approximation approach to the case of an arc with Neumann boundary 
condition. By OR we denote the closed disc of radius R with the center at the origin. Throughout 
this paper we will denote by (.,-) the Euclidean scalar product on ~2. 
Lemma 2.1. Let u be a solution to the direct scattering problem for an open sound-hard arc. Then 
we have for R large enough grad u E L2(OR) and the following version of Green's theorem holds: 
far I gradu(y)12 dy -  x2 ~R lu(y)12 dy = feQR U~ ds(y). (4) 
Proof. We choose a function v E C2(R 2) with v(x*) = u(x*), i = -1 ,  1 and consider w := u - v 
instead of u. The idea to incorporate such a function v is due to Chandler-Wilde [1]. Then we can 
proceed as in the case of a closed boundary curve (cf. [2, Lemma 3.8]). Due to space limits we only 
want to indicate the basic idea. We consider an odd, monotone increasing function ~ E C1(~) with 
0(s) ---s for s~>2 and 0(s) = 0 for 0~<s~<l. We set w, := 0(nRew) + i0(nlmw ) Note that because of 
/I n 
our choice of v the functions wn vanish near the end points of the arc. We use Green's theorem to 
obtain: 
faR{ (grad w.(y), grad v~(y)) + Wn(y)Aff~(y)} dy= far Wn(y)~ ds(y). 
With the help of Fatou's lemma and the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue we can pass 
to the limit. Since the application of Green's theorem is clearly valid for v we obtain the statement 
of the lemma. [] 
With the aid of Lemma 2.1 we are able to prove the following uniqueness theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. The direct scattering problem for an open sound-hard arc has at most one solution. 
Proof. The proof consists in a combination of Green's theorem, the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
and the Rellich lemma. We omit the details of the proof because in view of Lemma 2.1 it is the 
same as in the case of a closed boundary curve, which can be found in [2, p. 32]. [] 
We seek a solution as a double layer potential: 
fr  Oq~( x, Y) . . . . .  uS(x) := ~ q)ty)astY), x C R2\F, (5) 
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where the unknown density ~o is contained in the function space 
f CI,~,*(F) := ~ ~01 ~o(x*_l) = ~O(Xx) = 0, 
and where 
• (x,y) :=  ~H~I ) (K Ix  - -  y[), x Y, H. 
d~0(y(s)) _ ~(arccos ) } 
ds lx/f-S~- s2 ' ~ E C°'~[0, n] 
denotes the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz equation in ~2 in terms of the Hankel function 
H0 ~1) = Jo 0) + iNo C1) of the first kind and order zero with the Bessel function 
ff(ol)(z) ~ ~--~ (--1)n (2)2n 
n=0 (n!)2 
and the Neumann function 
( z )  2 log ~ + c J~(z) 2 ~-~ {~-~k/ (--1)n+l (2)2n +--  
n=l k=l (n!)2 
with the Euler's constant C = 0.57721 . . . .  By C°'~[0,zr] we denote the usual H61der space of 
functions over [0, re]. Note that, because of our choice of CI'='*(F), the potential has the correct 
behaviour near the end points of F. This can be seen using a continuation of F to a closed curve P 
with an injective and C °~ parametrization. Then we can express u as a double layer potential over 
/~ with continuous density ~ := ~Ogr. Here we denote by Zu the characteristic function of a point set 
U C ~2. Now we obtain the continuity of u in xT, i = - 1, 1 by using regularity properties of double 
layer potentials over a closed smooth boundary (cf. [2, p.38]). By applying the jump relations for 
double layer potentials it is easy to prove that the scattering problem is equivalent to the following 
hypersingular integral equation of the first kind: 
fr O¢(x, y) , ,  On(x) ~ ~o(y)ds(y) = f(x), x E Fo, (6)  
"-- aui is C a .  In order to reduce the degree of the singularity in the where the right-hand side f .  -~  
hypersingular integral we apply the following relation for x E F0: 
O~(x,y) ~ , 
On(x) fr  ~ qgty)ds(y) 
[ 0~(x, Y) 0~0(y) /- ---- / ds(y) + tc 2 / ~(x, y)qg(y)(n(x),n(y)) ds(y). 
cgt(x ) t~t Jr dr 
In the case of a closed curve and tc = 0, a proof of this relation can be found in [4, p. 101]. 
Here we essentially have used the fact that for the density ~o(x~)= ~o(x*__l)= 0 holds. Now we use 
a parametrization of the arc F and the so-called cosine substitution to obtain a one-dimensional 
integral equation with a principal part closely related to the integral operator with Hilbert kernel. 
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After setting s = cos z, -c E (0, n), and parametrizing (6) we obtain the following equivalent integral 
equation: 
fo ~ {Kl(Z,a) dc@saq~(~(a))sin a+ Kz(z,a)q~(~(a))} da=g(z) (7) 
for z E (0, n) with the right-hand side 
g(O := f('7(~))l~( cos ~)l 
and with the following kernels: 
ix ,,(1)' . . . . .  (~(z) - ~7(a), ~(cos z)) 
KI('C,o') := 7/-/6 [KIT('c ) - "~(o')l  i,~(.t.) _ ,~(o.) I , 
i/c 2 ~ 
K2(z, a) := ~-  (n(ff(z)), n(7(a)))q~(ff(a), ~7('c))l$(cos z)[ I~(cos a)l sin a 
for a # z, a, z C (0, n). Here for abbreviation we set ~(z) := 7(cos z), z E [0, re]. For the kernels K1 
and K2 we derive the following explicit expressions. First, for K2 we can write 
K2(z,a) := Ml(z, cr)log4(cosa - cosz) 2 + M2(z,a), a ~ "r, cr, z E (O,n) 
with the kernels Ml and M2: 
M1 (z, a) := -~nJo(l)(~cl~(a) - ~7(z)l) sin a(p(cos a), p(cos z)), 
M2(z, if) := K2(z, a) - MI(r, if) log 4(cos a - cos T) 2 
and diagonal values 
/£2 
M1(z,z) = - ~n I~(cos z)l 2 sinz, 
M2(z,z)=x2(~ C 1 logX . ) 2n 2n ~l~,(cosz)l IP(cosz)12sinv. 
For the derivation of  Ml(z,z) and M2(z,r) we used the power series representation of J0 (1) and 
No (1) and the fact, that I~'(e°sa)-~(c°sz)12 (cosa-.~os~)~ can be extended as a smooth positive function for a = z as 
can be seen by Taylor expansmn. Hence M1 and M2 are smooth. The investigation of KI is more 
complicated. Here we have 
i d 
KI(Z, a) -- ~ d ~os z H(°l)(~l~('r) - ~(a)l )" 
Our goal is to extract the strong singularity of  the kernel K1. To this end we define: 
d e 1 -- COS 0")2 } (4H0(m)(~[ff(T)- ff(o')[ )-~ - log4(cos z 
)~(z ,a)  .-- dcos zdo" 
According to the form of the Hankel function we split the kernel/14 into two parts as follows: 
/~f('C,a) :----/~fl(Z,o-)log4(eos o- -- cos'c) 2+ ]~f2('c,a), a 7 6 z, 0",~ G (0, n) 
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with 
1 d ~ ~)(x]f(z) 
217/~(~, tr) :-- 4re d cos z &rd0( - f0r)l),  
)~r2(z , a) := A~¢('C, a) -- )QI(Z, tr) log 4(COS a -- COS "C) 2 
and diagonal terms 
1 
#l(z, 'r) = 82-~ x2 [~)(cos T)[ = sin ~, 
1{( 
M2(~,~) = -~-~ ni - 1 - 2C - 2 log 
<9(cos~),9"(cos ~))2 If(cos ~)l ~ + 
[9(cos Q] 4 219(cos ~)1 = 
xlg(cos ~)1"~ ~= 19(cos "c)[ 2 
4 J 2 
(~(cos ~), ~ (cos ~))/. 
3lg(cosT)l = / sin -c. 
If(~) - f(~)l 2 
where 
r(~, tr) := - sin o- 
(9(cos ~), y(~) - f(~))(9(cos ~), ~(~) - ~(~)) 
Here for the calculation of  the smooth continuation /l~r2(T ,'c) of /~2(Z,  O') we used for s ~ g the 
Taylor expansion 
__ £ )2  __ g )3  
y(s) = ?(g) + 9(g)(s - i )  + ~;(g)(s 2 + ~j (ff)(S 6 "~- O([S -- g[4) 
of the smooth function y, where we denote by O([s-  gl k) a smooth function of  order I s -  gl k for 
s --~ g. With the help of  (p(X*_l) = (p(xT) = 0 we get: 
d 
foKl(Z, a)d~osaq)(~(a)) sin a da 
---- f0~{ 12re cos a 1_ cos z d--cosd a qffff(a)) sin a +/Q(z ,  a)q~(f(a))} do-, 
where the kernel/1,I(z, a) is of  the form: 
{ 2~cH~l)(tg[ff(z)- f(tr)l) } ~t(z ,a)  - ir(z,a) tc2H0(1)(tcl~7(z) - ff(o')[) - 
ix(9(cos z), ~(cos a)) ..(1) . . . . .  1 sin a 
Here we used the well-known relation (zH~l)(z)) ' = zH(ol)(z) for H~l)(z) := -(H(o~)(z)) '. If we use 
a similar relation for Bessel functions we obtain 
Ml (Z ,a) - -  - r ( z ,a )  K2Jo(1)(Sglf(z) - Y(~)I) - 
4re [37('0 - '~('~)1 J 
x sin a(9(cos ~), 9(cos a)) j(1) x " 
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For our convergence and error analysis we need an integral equation over the compact interval [0, re]. 
It is easy to see that (7) is equivalent to the following integral equation over [0, re]: 
f0~ sinz {Kl(z ,a)~(a)-  K2(z,a)~9(a)} do- = s~(z), (8) 
with the right-hand side j-(-r) := -f(~7(z))[9(eos z)[ sin z, z E [0, zq, and the unknown density ~,(z) := 
(o(v(cosz)). In the following analysis we denote by C0k"[0, lr] the space of k-times H61der continu- 
ously differentiable functions vanishing at the end points of the interval [0, n]. Later on we will prove 
the solvability of this integral equation for j~  C°"[0, ~r]. In the following section we want to solve 
(8) numerically. Here, it is enough to look for solutions ~ E C01'~[0, zq. We define one-dimensional 
integral operators T,A,B: C~'~[0,rc] ~ C°'~[0,~] by 
1 fo '~ sinz_ ~b(o') do', 
: - -  cos  - cos  
l f[ (AO)(z) := ~ /~l(Z,a) log 4(cosa - cosz)20(a)da, 
i f [  (B0)(z) := ~ K2(v, a)O(a) da 
with smooth and odd kernels 
/~1(', ~) := 27~ {~fl(~, ~) -- Ml(g, a)} sin z, 
K2(z, a ) :=  2re {M2(z, a ) -  M2(z, o')} sinz, 
so that we can write the hypersingular integral equation (8) in the form: 
rq, + Aq, + =/.  (9) 
Because we want to use error estimates for trigonometric nterpolation i  H61der spaces over the 
interval [0,2n], it is useful to extend the considered interval to [0,2z~]. To this end we consider 
an odd continuation of the density ~b. By using the trigonometric identities (cosa -  cos z) 2 = 
4 sin 2 z~ sin2 --i--~+~ and cos~-cos,Sin z __  21 {cot Z~ __ cot ~+~2 J1 together with the oddness of the kernels 
• k+l,ct /£1 and K2 and the density ~ we get the following representations of T,A and B. C~d [0,2re] 
k, C~d [0, 2re] 
1 r 2~ o- - -  "c • 
(TO)(z) = ~ ]o cot ~O(a)da ,  
1 f2~ a -  z 
(A~//)('c) = ~ ,to /~l('~,o')log 4 sin 2 - -~-~(a)da ,  
1 fo 2'~ (B~k)(z) = ~ I~2(z, a)O(a) da, z E [0, 2re]. 
k,~ Here we denote by Codd[0,2rc ] the space of k-times H61der continously differentiable odd functions 
over [0,2rq vanishing at rc and at the end points of the interval. The key observation for the 
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following analysis is the fact that the operator T" r'k+l'~ra 2n] k,~ "odd I_", - -+  Codd[0,2~Z] is bijective with a 
bounded inverse. This follows easily from the elementary integrals 
1 f2n  ~7 -- "C 
J0 co t - -~cosmada =-s inmz,  z E [0,2n] (10) 
and a representation f the odd function ~k as a sine-Fourier series. Note that f is an odd function 
over [0, 2n]. We obtain the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.3. The direct scattering problem for an open arc has a unique solution. 
Proof. Later we will see that A and B are compact in the considered spaces. So with the help of 
the Riesz-Fredholm theory applied to the equation of the second kind 
+ T- I (A  + B)tp = T-1j  7" (1 1) 
and due to the uniqueness of our boundary value problem we can assert the existence of a unique 
solution ~9 of the hypersingular integral equation (8). [] 
Note that it is possible to extend Theorem 2.3 in a simple manner to systems of smooth disjoint 
open arcs by considering an obvious modification of the function space CI'~'*(F), so that we get a 
considerably simplified proof for the results of [9] by using the cosine transformation. 
3. Quadrature method 
In this section we will present a fully discrete scheme for the solution of the direct scattering 
problem. We will use trigonometric polynomials as trial functions. First we want to develop some 
quadrature rules. For this we consider trigonometric interpolation with 2n nodal values t! n) "-  j~ -j .-- ---~-, 
j -- 0, . . . ,  2n - 1. We interpolate with respect to the 2n-dimensional space Tn of trigonometric 
polynomials over [0, 2hi: 
T , :=  vEC[O,2rc] [ v(t )= Zamcosmt+Zbmsinmt  , am, bmE~ • 
m=0 m=l 
Let P, : C[0, 2n] ~ T, be the corresponding interpolation operator. We will use the following inter- 
polatory quadrature rules: 
1 f02n -~/  2n-1 
~(t) )R) (z), cot (tr) da ~ (~  (~) 
j=0 
1 f02re ~ 2n-1 
/~l(Z, 6) log4s in  2 ~(a)do-~ ff'~ Fk(~)(z)/£ fz t(~)~'l"~t ( )~ l k ,  k )~, k 1, 
k=O 
1 f2~ 1 2n--1 ~ (n) (n) 
Jo I~2(T,a)~b(a)da~-~n~-~K2(z,t ) )~9(t) ), 0~<z~<En, 
j=0 
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where the weight functions Rj and Fk are given through the following integrals: 
1 f2~ tr-- Z_ , (n ) .  . 
R~n)('C) :=  ~ ~o cot ~ L  j (a)da, 
1 ~2n O"-  "17 (n) 
F(n)(z) := ~ log4sin 2~ L  k (a)da, 0~<z~<2rc. 
Here LS. ~), j = 0,..., 2n - l, denote the Lagrange factors: 
t) )+cos  L~'n)(t) :---- ~nn 1 ÷ 2 ~ cosm(t -  (n  n( t -  t) ~)) . (12) 
m=l 
With the help of the integrals (10) we can derive the following explicit expressions for the weights, 
which we will need for the numerical implementation f our method: 
t) ) + -~ cos n( t - t) , R~)(t)= 2n Z mcosm(t - (n) n ~)) 
m=l 
. . . . .  t~ ) + cosn( t - -  t(k n)) . 
n m m=l 
We introduce quadrature operators An and B, by 
2n--1 
(An~)('c) := ~ F(n)('c)l(l(Z, tJn')~t(t~n)), 
j=0 
1 2n-1 
(On~t)('~) := 4n Z I~2('C'tJn))~l(tJ n))' T, E [0,27z]. 
j=0 
Now we are able to formulate the following approximate version of the integral equation: 
V (k n + An ~ln -k- Bn ~ln = f ,  (13) 
where we look for solutions ~n C Tn,od . Here by Tn,o0d we denote the following subspace of Tn: 
Tn,oaa:= vEC[O,~] lv (z )=~ajs in j z ,  a jEN . 
j=l  
Let Pn,oda be the corresponding interpolation operator. For an odd function ~ vanishing at 0 and rc we 
clearly have PnO = Pn,oaaO. Using a collocation method with respect o Pn,~a we get the following 
fully discrete approximate version of the hypersingular integral equation: 
T~n + P.,oddAn~n + Pn,oddBn~ln = Pn,oddf- (14) 
Here we used the fact that P~,oodT(b n = T~n for ~n E Tn,odd, i.e. the quadrature rule for the principal 
part is exact for trigonometric polynomials, which we will need for the convergence analysis in the 
following section, too. Hence because of ~(t)  n)) -- -~n(t~)__l_j), j = 1 , . . . ,n -  l, and ~n(0) 
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~n(n) = 0 we only have to solve a (n - 1) × (n - 1) linear equation system for the unknown nodal 
values of ~n. 
4. Convergence and error analysis 
Our convergence proof is based on a perturbation argument as suggested in [7] in connection 
with pseudo-differential equations in Sobolev spaces of periodic functions. First we will prove some 
simple results on compactness and boundedness for the operators A and B. We omit the details for 
the operator B with smooth kernel. By [[. []k,~ we denote the usual H61der norms for 2r~-periodic 
functions. We obtain the following simple lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. The operator A : C~d ~ [0, 2re] ~ C~d ~ [0, 2re] is compact for  each 0 < ~, ~ < 1. Moreover, 
A is a bounded operator f rom C~ [0, 2~] into C~ +~'~ [0, 2n]. 
Proof. For the second part of the lemma we simply use partial integration and then the well-known 
mapping properties of the integral operator with Hilbert kernel (cf. [12, p.63 and 69]). Because of 
this boundedness and the compactness of the embedding operator I : C~ l'~ [0, 2rc] ~ C~ [0, 2x] (cf. 
[4, p.84]) we see the compactness of A in the considered spaces. [] 
For our analysis we need some estimates for the error between the operators A and B and their 
approximations An and B n for smooth functions. We get the following approximation theorem: 
Theorem 4.2. For all q/ E Tn,odd and k, m E ~, m + ~ < k + fl, 0 < ~, fl < 1 and arbitrary 0 < e < fl 
we have the fol lowing estimates: 
IIA  -  <cnll llk+l, _  (15) 
with l im,_~ C n = 0 and 
log n 
lIAr' - An~[lm,~ < Cnk_m+f l _o  t II llk+,,a- . (16) 
Proof. Throughout this proof C denotes a generic constant. We only deal with estimating the H61der 
semi-norm for M~k := ((A - An)~k) (k). The proof for the other terms of the H61der norm is similar 
and simpler. We consider only one term of M~k. With the help of differentiation under the integral 
sign (cf. [12]) and partial integration we obtain the following representation f this term: 
for 0 ~< r ~< k. Here for abbreviation we set f~(a) :--- log 4 sin 2 ~-~, o- # z. By using the H61der inequality 
for p = ~ and the boundedness of integral operators with Hilbert kernel in LP-spaces (cf. [12, p. 
63]) for 
f? d(zl,z2) := (Mrq/)(zl) - (MrO)(z2) = (MAkf(tr) dtr (17) 
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we obtain the following estimate: 
[d(z~,z2)l ~< ClZl - z=l t~ I(M~0)'(o)l ~ da 
4 (~(r) • )1//(" )}  oo ~< Clz, - z2 f~ max ~-~Ta~{P,(Ki(z,-)~h(.))(.)-Kj(z,
j= l  zE[0,2n] 
with smooth kernels 
o(k--r) 
Kl(z,a) := ~3zk_rg('c, ff), 
and 
0(k+l - r )  
K2(z, a) .-- (~./-k+I-;K(z' a) 
K,(r, - K (a, a) 
K2+i( 'c ,  0") :----- , i = 1 ,2 .  
"/7--0" 
Applying well-known error estimates for trigonometric interpolation in H61der spaces (cf. [18, p. 
78]), we derive 
Id('Cl, "c2)[ c logn  ~< ~ max 
- -  "= zE[0 ,2g]  
c l °gn  ~< ~ max 
= zE[0,2n] 
for z~ ~ T 2 and 6 sufficiently small. Then, by using the mean value theorem we find the final estimate 
[d(zl,z2)] ~<c,[l@[[k+~,a-~ (18) 
with c, := C 1°-~ --~ 0 for n ~ e~. The second estimate can be shown by the same techniques and n6 
by using the error estimates of [18]. [] 
Now we are able to establish our main convergence r sult: 
Theorem 4.3. The approximated equation 
rd/, + e,.odd(A, + B,)~, = P,.oddf (19) 
has exactly one solution (k. E T.,oad for any right-hand side f E Cokh~ [0, 2n] and for n large enough. 
Furthermore, we have the following pointwise error estimates 
.- .. log n 
I1¢, - ~nllm+l,~ <~Cnk_-g-ff_ ~ [l@llk+l,p, (20) 
where ~b is the solution of the exact integral equation and m+~ < k+[3, 0 < o~, [3 < 1. The constant 
C only depends on ~, [3, m, k and the parametrization of the arc. 
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' ~  P 
Fig. 1. Bowl shaped example for an open arc. 
Proof. It is easy to extend the analysis of [7, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3] to our case. We only want to 
show the basic idea. In a first step we consider the unperturbed equation T~n = Pn,odd) ~. The unique 
solution of this equation is ~ = T-1P~,oddT~ and an error estimate of the form (20) is valid. In a 
second step we obtain from Eqs. (9) and (19) 
T~. = P.,oddV(~ + T-I(A + B)~ --  T-I(An Jr Bn)~ln) .  (21) 
By using the error estimate obtained in the first step for Eq. (21) and by using Lemma 4.1 together 
with Theorem 4.2 we can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 of [7]. [] 
If the considered arc is analytic we can replace (20) by the following sharper estimate: 
I I~-~n l l~<fe  -n~, a > 0, (22) 
i.e., the error decreases exponentially. We can prove this using error estimates for trigonometric 
interpolation of analytic functions (cf. [4, p. 161]). 
5. Numerical example 
We want to finish the paper with a numerical example. Therefore we consider a bowl-shaped open 
arc (Fig. 1) given by the following parametrization: 
? (s )=(2s in  3 (_4+s) _s in  3 (4 3~) )  ~n 3 , ~n +s+ , sE[ - -1,1] .  
We are interested in the calculation of the far field pattern u~ of the scattered wave. The far field 
pattern describes the behavior of the scattered wave at infinity: 
u(x) - + o , Ixl 
uniformly for all directions 2 = ~.  From the asymptotic behavior of the Hankel functions of the 
first kind 
12 i<::.:,{ (!)} Hn(1)(z) = ~/- -e  - z -  7) 1 + O , z ~ cx~, (23) 
VTzz 
we obtain the far field pattern of the double layer potential for the open arc in parametrized form: 
// Uoo(X) ='/---~--e -i] (n(~(cos o')),x)e -in(i'r(e°s a)) ~/(o') sin ale(cos a)l do'. 
V 8n 
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Table 1 
Numerical example for an open arc 
n Re uoo(d) Imuoo (d) Re uo~(-d) Im uo~(-d) 
x=l  
8 -0.587910290 0.265774373 -0.282467346 -0.464603221 
16 -0.611185696 0.287416611 -0.324791966 -0.470955188 
32 -0.611240963 0.287462269 -0.324885923 -0.470976200 
64 -0.611240963 0.287462269 -0.324885923 -0.470976201 
re=5 
16 -0.886891788 1.187861198 -0.828215183 0.124239209 
32 -0.888213424 1.189367204 -0.837872034 0.134310947 
64 -0.888213478 1.189367200 -0.837872294 0.134310996 
128 -0.888213478 1.189367200 -0.837872294 0.134310996 
~c=10 
16 -1.611509573 1.521448236 -0.102924375 0.671228116 
32 -1.479006855 1.852002669 0.535041419 1.239294531 
64 -1.479463769 1.851328069 0.545414008 1.230052685 
128 -1.479463769 1.851328068 0.545414009 1.230052684 
256 -1.479463769 1.851328068 0.545414009 1.230052684 
We solve the hypersingular integral equation in order to obtain approximate values for the density ft. 
Then we use the trapezoidal rule to evaluate the integral for the far field expression. Table 1 shows 
some numerical values for the far field pattern uoo(d) and uoo(-d). Here d denotes the direction of 
the incident wave. In our example we choose d = (1,0). We get the numerical results as listed in 
Table 1. 
Clearly, the convergence is exponential. For higher values of rc the oscillation of the fundamental 
solution increases, hence the number of nodal points must be increased. Note that it is not possible 
to give the error explicitly because there is no arc for which we know the exact far field pattern. 
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